Conveyor systems
Converging and transport

MULTIVAC conveyor systems perform logistical
tasks in the packaging process in a manner that is
reliable and efficient. They are easy to use, clean
and maintain, and they can be quickly converted to
other formats if required. They are perfect for use
in food production and in clean room environments.
MULTIVAC provides the right system according to
individual requirements – the modular design makes
it possible.
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Precise line converging with
the MBS converging system
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High reliability, ease of cleaning:
Transport conveyors from MULTIVAC
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Solutions for optimal product flow
In many places in a packaging line, MULTIVAC conveyor systems are used to transport
products as well as to monitor and control the product flow. You connect the modules
of a packaging line into a cohesive whole, forming a coordinated system together with
a MULTIVAC packaging machine.

Infeed of pack contents
Transport of pack contents to a
handling module or to an automatic packaging system.

Line converging
Converging of a multi-track
material flow into a single-track
material flow and the infeed of
this flow into downstream
processes.

Thermoforming packaging machine

Transport of packs
Infeed of packaging to downstream modules, such as checkweighers, metal detectors,
marking systems or systems
for secondary packaging.

Checkweigher
with metal
detector

Handling module

Additional functions
· Monitoring of the product flow
· Detection of metal contaminants
· Visual product inspection
· Ejection of faulty packs
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Card depositor
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Fully integrated or stand-alone
In the interest of efficiency, MULTIVAC belt systems are ideally operated from the central
terminal of the packaging machine and controlled via the machine control of packaging
machine. It is sufficient to call up a product recipe to make all the necessary settings for the
connected conveyor systems. In this way, MULTIVAC conveyor systems allow functions to
be fulfilled which require line-motion control, such as empty package monitoring along the
entire packaging process. This requires a MULTIVAC packaging machine with machine
control IPC 05, IPC 06 or IPC 07.
For other applications, there are also MULTIVAC conveyor systems as a stand-alone solution
with a separate machine control and separate operating unit. The machine control of the
conveyor component can be synchronized with other machine controls; however, in this
configuration, settings must be made on the conveyor itself.

Centrally controlled via HMI 2.0
With the HMI 2.0 user interface, central operation of packaging lines is simpler and more
reliable than ever before. All processes can be controlled intuitively on the 12" LCD
touchscreen.
HMI 2.0 ensures:
· Intuitive operation
· Maximum operating reliability
· Seamless visualisation of the process
· Simple, comprehensible diagnostic messages
· Extensive help functions

Stand-alone solution of an MBS system
With the integrated solution, all components are controlled from the central terminal
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Simple, reliable cleaning –
MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™
MULTIVAC conveyor systems meet the standards of MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™.
Hygienic design and high-quality materials, such as consistent use of stainless steel,
guarantee safe and fast cleaning.
Advantages:
· Hygienic in design and materials
· Reliable and quick cleaning of the external and internal surfaces
· Easy to keep the conveyors clean
· Optimised use of water and cleansers

All parts of the conveyor system can be thoroughly cleaned with ease
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MBS converging systems
MULTIVAC MBS converging systems bring together two to six parallel pack tracks of a
thermoforming packaging machine into a single pack track. Convergers are available with a
fixed number of pack tracks or in a multi-format design. Beyond converging, MBS systems
are capable of producing constant spacing between the packs – for integrating belt weighers
into the packaging process, for example. MBS systems can also be used for regulating
product flow.
Performance and quality
MULTIVAC converging systems are available with an output from 60 to 200 packs per
minute. With their sturdy, hygienic design, they can be cleaned on a completely wet basis
(protection class IP 65). The use of stainless steel contributes to the hygiene and lifespan of
the system. Use is made of frequency-controlled three-phase alternating current drives, and,
where high positioning accuracy is required, frequency-controlled servo drives are used.
Options
Inspection systems and pack ejection can be optionally integrated into MBS systems.
The standard cut-off length of 600 mm can be extended to up to 1,000 mm if required.

With the MBS 300, up to 200 packs per minute
are precisely converged
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MBS models
Tailored performance
Depending on performance requirements, MBS converging systems for thermoforming
packaging machines are available with two or three sequential conveyors as well as with
collectively or individually driven parallel conveyors. The achievable packaging rate depends
on the format design, the transfer speed and the pack spacing.

MBS 300
For up to 200 packs per minute

MBS 080
For up to 60 packs per minute

Individual belts, separately driven

Individual belts, separately driven
Individual belts, separately driven

Intralox discharge belt with side guidance faces

Intralox discharge belt with side guidance conveyors

MBS 600
For up to 90 packs per minute

MBS 100
For up to 80 packs per minute

Individual belts, separately driven

Intralox discharge belt with side guidance conveyors

Individual belts, separately driven
Shifting conveyor for very flat or
non-fixed packs

MBS 200
For up to 140 packs per minute

Individual belts, collectively driven
Individual belts, separately driven
Intralox discharge belt with side guidance conveyors
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Fast pack track change
thanks to multiformat design
If the pack track number on the thermoform packaging machine changes with a product
change, the converging system must be changed accordingly. The solution is a multi-format
design of the MBS system. It enables fast pack track conversion in two steps:
1. Replacement of the conveyor cassettes
The conveyor cassettes can be replaced without tools in 10 minutes.
2. Conversion of the drives
The conversion of the drive side happens in a matter of seconds when the product recipe
is selected.

Possible pack track combinations of a multi-format layout

Belt conveyors are used in MBS systems as pack track conveyors and guide conveyors.
They are particularly resistant to abrasion and moisture and therefore ideal for use in clean
rooms and damp areas. For optimal product adaptation, different surface textures and a
silicone coating are available.
For merging of pack tracks, an especially durable, low-wear and moisture-resistant plastic
chain conveyor is the material of choice. For use in clean rooms, this conveyor can be also
designed as a belt conveyor.

Belt conveyor

2/3 pack tracks

2/4 pack tracks

2/3/4 pack tracks

2/3/4/6 pack tracks
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Conveyor materials

Plastic chain conveyor
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Inspection systems

Ejection systems

MBS modules can be equipped with inspection systems, such as sensors for monitoring
product flow, or with a metal detector. In conjunction with integrable product ejection, an
MBS module can be upgraded to a fully automated quality assurance system.

Adapted to the performance requirements, the pack properties and the spatial conditions,
different systems for pack ejection are available.

MBS system with integrated metal detector

Hinged conveyor
Folding up of a movable conveyor section

Retracting conveyor
Retraction of a movable conveyor section
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MCS transport conveyors
MULTIVAC MCS transport conveyor systems are used for these purposes:
· Infeed of products and trays to the packaging machine
· Infeed of the packs to downstream modules, such as
checkweighers, metal detectors, marking systems and
systems for secondary packaging
· Discharging of cartons
Integrated or stand-alone
Integrated into a MULTIVAC packaging line, MCS conveyors are controlled easily via the
central control terminal. Alternatively, they are available as a stand-alone version with its
own machine control and a separate control terminal. In this way, they can also be integrated
into otherwise incompatible packaging lines.
Usability and accessibility
As a result of its user-friendly structure and ergonomically positioned controls, MCS
transport conveyors are easy and safe to use. They are accessible from both sides without obstructions and offer the required legroom for comfortable work, such as for loading
products.
MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™
MCS transport conveyors meet the requirements of MULTIVAC Hygienic Design™. Their
construction and use of high-quality, hygienic materials ensures easy and safe cleaning.
Low-wear plastic chain conveyor
A plastic chain conveyor is used as the conveyor material; it can be used in damp areas and
enables wet cleaning. The plastic chain conveyor is durable and wear resistant. An optional
coating provides for better adhesion.

With a combination of MCS transport conveyors, products and packs reliably reach
the desired destination
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Versions
MCS transport conveyor systems are available as straight conveyors, curved conveyors or
inclined conveyors. The three conveyor types can be combined in any manner.

Straight conveyor
Straight transport conveyor; the infeed height corresponds to the discharge height.

Curved conveyor
Transport conveyor for changing the direction of the product flow by 90 degrees.
The infeed height corresponds to the discharge height.

Inclined conveyor
Transport conveyor with height-adjustable infeed height and discharge height. The incline of
the transport conveyor can be adjusted individually by means of height-adjustable feet.
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Options

Ejection systems

Extensions for expansion and adaptation
of your MCS transport conveyor:
· Extension arm
· Retaining rail (1)
· Side guides (2)
· Height-adjustable feet for
straight conveyors and curved conveyors (3)

Adapted to the performance requirements, the pack properties and the spatial conditions,
different systems for pack ejection are available.

3
Pusher
Mechanical impulse across the product flow

Compressed air
Compressed air impulse across the product flow

2

Transversal conveyor
Separate conveyor crossways to the product flow
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BETTER PACKAGING
Our goal is for MULTIVAC packaging solutions to fulfil your requirements reliably and
efficiently. This is why a MULTIVAC team of experts offers you a wide range of technical
support and services, from the initial consultation to the supply of all spare parts for at
least 10 years after the MULTIVAC packaging system was put into service.
Comprehensive advice
From the initial idea to the first test run – a competent and experienced project team
will be at your side during the implementation of your packaging solution, a team that will
accompany you from the first evaluation to the final completion of the packaging project.
Training
We offer comprehensive training courses for you to become familiar with the operation,
servicing and care of your machine. In this way you can fully realize the potential of your
MULTIVAC packaging solution.
Service
Worldwide there are over 1100 MULTIVAC experts in the field: around 450 sales advisors
to develop the most efficient packaging solutions with our customers, as well as more than
670 service technicians to assist with service support, retrofit equipment and training.
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MULTIVAC supports the BLUECOMPETENCE Initiative of the
Association of German Machinery and Plant Manufacturers, VDMA

www.multivac.com
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